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Abstract: There is a growing desire to operate Uncrewed Air Vehicles (UAVs) in urban environments
for parcel delivery, and passenger-carrying air taxis for Advanced Air Mobility (AAM). The turbulent
flows and gusts around buildings and other urban infrastructure can affect the steadiness and stability
of such air vehicles by generating a highly transient relative flow field. Our aim is to review existing
gust models, then consider gust encounters in the vicinity of buildings as experienced by flight
trajectories over the roof of a nominally cuboid building in a suburban atmospheric boundary layer.
Simplified models of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft are used to illustrate the changes in lift and thrust
experienced by flight around the building. The analysis showed that fixed-wing aircraft experienced
a substantial increase in angle of attack over a relatively short period of time (<1 s) as they fly through
the shear layer at a representative forward velocity, which can be well above typical stall angles.
Due to the slow flight speeds required for landing and take-off, significant control authority of rotor
systems is required to ensure safe operation due to the high disturbance effects caused by localized
gusts from buildings and protruding structures. Currently there appears to be negligible certification
or regulation for AAM systems to ensure safe operations when traversing building flow fields under
windy conditions and it is hoped that the insights provided in this paper will assist with future
certification and regulation.

Keywords: turbulence; gust; UAV; urban; severe; limitation; survey; CFD; city; urban air mobility;
buildings; infrastructure; air taxi; advanced air mobility; certification; regulation; vertiports

1. Background and Objectives

It is well documented that aircraft of all sizes are adversely affected by turbulence and
gusts; as identified by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the US Transporta-
tion Safety Board as a leading cause of accidents—costing over USD 100M p.a. [1]. Severe
injuries are reported, such as those in the 2015 Air Canada flight AC088, which injured
21 passengers, including three children [2]; and 2019 Qantas Flight QF108 whereby 3 cabin
staff had head and neck injuries [3]. Accidents still continue to occur with more recent
ac-cidents that resulted in injured passengers [4] and even a passenger death [5]. As
the size, mass and speed of aircraft decrease, the susceptibility to turbulence and gusts
increases [6,7]; or in sum, due to lower wing loading [8]. Smaller general aviation aircraft
and helicop-ters also tend to fly more at lower altitudes within the Atmospheric Boundary
Layer (ABL) which is dominated by high turbulence intensities from ground protruding
structures [7,9]. This has led to reported accidents directly relating to turbulence [10–13].
Even the tran-sition through the ABL can be detrimental to aircraft that are designed to fly
at very high altitudes such as Facebook’s Aquila Uncrewed Air Vehicle (UAV) and Airbus’
Zephyr UAV, whereby both had fatal crashes due to turbulence and/or gusts [14,15].

The advent of Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) vehicles involves operating fleets of
UAVs in urban environments far more frequently than we have ever anticipated, for
the purpose of transporting parcels and passengers. This exposes the fleet of aircraft to
a wide range of challenging flow conditions; specifically large-scale gusts induced by
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urban infrastructure which can persist up to several kilometers away from the source
and interact in complex ways. AAM will more than often involve operation in close-
proximity to physical structures (e.g., inspection of infrastructure, or take-off and landing
operations from building rooftops). In the presence of large-scale gusts, significant flight
path deviations can occur, increasing risk of collision with objects. Aircraft collisions with
high-rise buildings is not unheard of [16], and the routine operation of UAVs in cities further
increases the risk of collisions. There is a need for both research and regulation efforts to
enhance safety and minimize the risk through considering vertiport and vehicular design.

The most relevant aspect of aviation to AAM is the operation of helicopters which also
fly in urban environments, albeit less frequently and with a human pilot onboard. Landing
on buildings poses a specific challenge in some cases, warranting further aerodynamic
studies and field wind measurements being prudent [17]. From a vehicular design stand-
point, the AAM vehicles’ design and flight dynamics are different from the conventional
helicopter and airplane design which warrants an exploration into novel design features
and technologies that enable lower sensitivity to turbulence and precise maneuvering [1].
From a vertiport standpoint, the existing heliport infrastructure can potentially support
AAM; however there is a need for purpose-built buildings (for ease of public access and to
account for the autonomy of UAVs). The characterization of the flow fields for different
wind conditions around vertiports is warranted, similar to those conducted for heliports
[18–21]. New research is, thus, required to characterize the temporal and spatial variation
in the flow fields around buildings and vertiports. This will inform vertiport design and
site selection to minimize the risk imposed by the local wake of the building from affecting
flight safety as well as passenger ride quality.

In recent years, considerable attention has focused on measurements in ground-test
facilities or computations that replicate some idealized flow unsteadiness such as a pitching
and/or plunging maneuver or an imposed well-characterized gust [22–29]. However,
perhaps the most obvious gust problem for UAV flight is steady level operation, or at least,
intended steady level operation through the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), where no
discrete obstacle (or associated wake) is present. Previous studies on UAV flight through
the ABL [30,31] have shown that three-dimensional (3-D) turbulent structures induce
particularly strong disturbances in UAV roll response owing to variation in effective angle
of attack along the wingspan. This disturbance in roll was also noted in comments from
pilots attempting to hold steady level flight in well-mixed turbulence [32]. Roll disturbances
not only degrade payload performance (particularly the blurring of images from optical
sensors) but may also lead to undesired flight path deviations. The most critical parts of
UAV urban operations entail flight in very close proximity to buildings and may include
entering buildings through windows or air vents or landing on their rooftops (see Figure 1).
Whilst the flow field around buildings has been extensively studied from a fixed reference
frame (e.g., by wind engineers for the purposes of structural loadings [33,34], dispersion
of pollutants [35,36], pedestrian wind comfort [37,38], etc.), there appear to be very few
studies from the reference frame of the moving aircraft and at the relevant frequencies [39].
We therefore examine this relative flow field with an overall aim to reveal the characteristics
of a “severe” gust for UAVs in close proximity to buildings.

In this paper we first review turbulence in the ABL to frame a taxonomy of gusts and
consider their relevance to UAVs. The more challenging flight environment for vehicles
passing through the local wakes of buildings is then considered and compared to flight
in the ABL. Flight in the urban environment is expected to yield gusts of high severity
(frequency and/or amplitude), most likely leading to unwanted, severe force spikes and
flow separation about the aircraft wing. While the problem is inherently 3D, we first
investigate a 2D longitudinal-only case by examining the relative flow near the centerplane
of the building. The outcome of this work is an assessment of the most basic research
question to characterize the urban environment: What are the disturbances in effective angle
of attack and relative flight speed magnitude in a flight-relevant urban gust encounter?
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Figure 1. Notional flow field about a building generated by atmospheric winds.

2. Turbulence

Turbulence is defined as a chaotic, random, highly nonlinear and unpredictable
flow [40]. In the atmosphere, the characteristics of turbulence are influenced by the thermal
stability of the ABL (adiabatic, or various degrees of stability). However, under strong
winds mechanical mixing tends to dominate the turbulence generation mechanisms and
thermal stability plays a smaller role. Thus, in the current work we ignore thermally driven
turbulent flows, as they only tend to dominate under light winds, which are unlikely to
generate severe gusts. The ABL extends from the Earth’s surface up to an altitude where
the wind is no longer influenced by the roughness of the ground, which may include
geological or civil structures. The mean wind speeds increase from zero at the Earth’s
surface up to the “gradient” wind speed, i.e., that which occurs at the gradient height,
typically 1–2 km depending upon terrain roughness. Above this height the air is generally
smooth, except for bursts of “clear air turbulence,” which are not considered here. The
ABL is well documented from stationary measurements for various purposes, including
meteorological and wind engineering studies (e.g., [41–43]). The interaction of the ABL
with obstacles such as buildings, bridges and other infrastructure will generate coherent
turbulence structures with length scales of a similar size to the obstacle, as depicted in a
3-D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation shown in Figure 2, from [44]. The
building shown is nominally a cuboid of dimension 43 m, and the simulation includes
a representation of the velocity and intensity profiles in the approaching ABL. Figure 3
further illustrates the decaying nature of turbulence in an urban scenario, whereby the
coherent structures dissipate downstream of obstacles, and a well-mixed turbulent wake
then develops (as can be seen downstream of the building in the figure). These flow features
yield a velocity field with a broad spectral content that contains a wide range of length and
time scales.
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Figure 3. The atmospheric environment in an urban location.

3. Prior Gust Models

Aircraft encounter different types of turbulence while flying through the ABL, and
there exists a significant body of knowledge relevant to manned flight focused on the
temporal and spatial characteristics of the flow environment that is well-removed from
local effects and (usually) from the influence of the ground. These prior works include
continuous gust models that represent the structure of the statistically random flow fluctu-
ations in the atmosphere as power spectral functions. These spectra allow for predictions
of the mean-square values of the flight vehicle and aeroelastic responses, provided that a
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transfer function between the gust and response can be established from deterministic or
other means [45,46].

The most common continuous gust spectra of Von Karman [47], as well as those
of Diederich and Drischler [48], Dryden [49]) are one-dimensional, i.e., they yield three
orthogonal velocity components at a single point, a restriction that neglects gradients in
the gust across the aircraft as well as any altitude-dependent wind shear effects. These
gust models are built up from the statistical theory and measurements of isotropic turbu-
lence. The von Kármán model form interpolates between the isotropic scaling results of
Heisenberg [50] at low frequency and the higher-frequency scaling of Kolmogorov [51]
in the inertial subrange. The Dryden model instead assumes a functional form that fits
experimental measurements of the isotropic turbulent energy spectrum in the early stages
of decay; see Liepmann, Laufer [52] for further discussion and comparison of these gust
models. The choice of the simpler Dryden form over the more theoretically-grounded von
Kármán model is largely a matter of engineering convenience; the correctness advantage
of the von Kármán model is important only if significant spectral content relevant also to
the flight and aeroelastic dynamics is centered in the microscale range, a decade or more
above the integral scale break frequency where the isotropic inertial subrange begins [53].
The isotropic turbulence assumption, central to both models, is valid for turbulence at high
altitude. However, at lower altitudes relevant to UAVs/AAM (less than about 2000 ft),
anisotropic effects of the ABL without the influence of urban structures may be modeled
by adjusting the turbulence intensity and turbulence length scales in the isotropic models
according to empirical design specifications. Such specifications at low altitude for the von
Kármán and Dryden models, as well as a discussion of more sophisticated gust models, are
organized by Standard [53]. Continuous gust models may be compared with traditional
discrete gust models including the sharp-edged gust and “1-cosine” gust used to establish
severe aeroelastic scenarios. However, if desired, one may readily construct a continuous
gust from a known series of discrete gusts [54], and the continuous and discrete models
may be superposed provided that the flow disturbances and resulting structural motions
are sufficiently small to retain linearity.

Flows within an urban environment are generally inhomogeneous, anisotropic, and
time-varying and, therefore, violate many of the core assumptions of traditional gust
models. Near the ground, turbulence length scales and intensities vary rapidly with altitude
and depend strongly on the terrain [55]; there is a lack of viable models to describe the broad
range of general turbulent flows possible in this environment. The introduction of AAM
and UAVs further complicates the modelling challenge of the urban environment. Wind
shears from the terrain and from multi-scale arrays of buildings produce longitudinal and
vertical gusts that generate significant roll and yaw moments, which must be characterized
and accounted for in the gust and vehicle dynamics models [56]. In the absence of buildings
and terrain, the length scales of the most energetic eddies in the ABL are much larger than
the UAV feature lengths, and the high-frequency content of the turbulence spectrum is
therefore expected to play a more significant role in the vehicle gust response. However, the
urban landscape affects this turbulent flow and can introduce gust length scales pertinent
to the air vehicle response. Furthermore, the gusts encountered by UAVs near buildings
may be large relative to the local background flow and can lead to catastrophic nonlinear
effects, such as stall-induced pitch-up. In light of these challenges, the next sections
survey experimental measurements and computational simulations to characterize the
three-dimensional gust fields of canonical urban landscapes and investigate scenarios of
vehicle trajectories in this environment.
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4. Turbulence Experienced by Moving Vehicles (Relative Turbulence)

Turbulence Intensity (Ti) is defined as the standard deviation of the fluctuating com-
ponent of wind velocity (u’) divided by the mean wind velocity (U),

Ti =

√
(u′)2

U
=

σ(u′)

U
(1)

The variation in the intensities and scales with height from the ground from a station-
ary perspective (i.e., with reference to the ground) is described in Watkins, Thompson [30],
and a database compiled from a wide range of measurements can be found in ESDU
85020 [57]. Movement through the turbulence field at different speeds and directions
changes how the turbulence is perceived by moving vehicles. The effect of a moving mea-
surement reference frame has been explored by Watkins and Cooper [58] for ground-based
vehicles, where two-component data (in the horizontal plane) obtained from hot-wire
anemometers mounted above a vehicle were compared for fixed and moving vehicle frame-
works. Turbulence intensities measured from the moving vehicle were found to be in good
agreement with those predicted from the measured vehicle-fixed data in relatively smooth
domains, well-removed from local wakes such as buildings. However, when data were
obtained in rougher terrains, which included traversing local wakes, a significant increase
in turbulence intensity was found in the data from the moving vehicle. The lateral intensi-
ties were considerably higher than values predicted from ground-fixed data, whereas only
slight increases in longitudinal intensities were noted. This result was attributed to the fact
that turbulence from a stationary perspective (referenced to the ground) was measured at
locations specifically chosen to be removed from local wakes.

Watkins, Milbank [6] extended this work to include three-component data obtained
from four laterally spaced, dynamically calibrated, multi-hole Cobra probes. This extension
was carried out to understand the turbulent flow environment of UAVs, whereby the lateral
separation between the probes could be altered to document the flow impinging at different
spanwise locations on a UAV wing. Data were collected over various types of terrain,
and under a range of wind speeds and vehicle speeds that included some data closer to
buildings than in earlier hot-wire measurements. The closest that the measurement tracks
came to buildings was about 5 m due to the vehicle being driven on public roads. The
study provided data relating the measured turbulence intensities to relative flight velocity
(Figure 4), demonstrating a reduction with increasing freestream speed. In the moving
case, the denominator in the turbulence intensity (Equation (1)), U, becomes Vr, which is
the vehicle speed relative to the air (i.e., the wind speed). Figure 5 illustrates the vector
addition used to compute Vr,

Vr =
√

V2
w + V2

w − 2 Vw Vv cos θ (2)

It is therefore important to differentiate between Ti and the Relative Turbulence
Intensity (J), which takes into account the relative velocity, Vr:

J =

√(
VW

′)2

Vr
=

σVW
′

Vr
(3)
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5. Relevant Gust Characteristics

Excessively large gusts (i.e., those with length scales significantly larger than the
vehicle’s characteristic dimension) can often be considered quasi-steady, and their effects
are relatively easily compensated for [6]. Gust scales equivalent to or smaller than the
characteristic length are more deleterious and introduce significant asymmetrical forces
and moments. As a gust impacts the leading edge of an aerodynamic surface such as a
wing, the flow angle and velocity are altered, inducing variations in the load distribution
as illustrated in Figure 6. Gusts of a 3-D nature that are smaller than the wing span will
lead to uneven lift distribution over the wings, inducing a rolling motion. Lissaman [59]
demonstrated that a sinusoidal load distribution with a period relating to a dimension that
is slightly larger than the span of the aircraft results in the maximum roll moment.
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Gusts in well-mixed turbulence are highly three-dimensional in nature and it has
been shown that out of the possible six degrees of freedom, rolling motion is the most
significant disturbing factor for UAVs [6]. Atmospheric measurements in well-mixed
turbulence removed from building wakes illustrate the three-dimensionality of gusts,
whereby significant flow pitch variations are evident across typical UAV wingspans or
rotor diameters. Figure 7a shows a typical time record of the angle of attack, α, recorded
by four laterally separated probes during a two-second sampling time, showing large
fluctuations of the order of ±10◦. At first, it might seem that there is a strong correlation
between the pitch angles measured from the four probes. However, closer examination of
the data presented in Figure 7b reveals that there are considerable differences, and at some
instances the variation is ≈15◦ across probes with a lateral separation of 150 mm.
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For fixed wings, Thompson, Watkins [60] showed that typical lateral variations in
α are more significant than the associated velocity magnitude variations in generating
potential rolling moments (using data from measurements of well-mixed atmospheric
turbulence close to the ground applied to simple wing strip theory). The experimental
work by Mohamed, Watkins [31] confirmed the high sensitivity of the roll axis to α variation.
For rotary wings, among the most relevant work was that conducted by Wang, Dai [61] in
which it was found that a variable pitch helicopter blade encountering a downward gust
experiences a significant reduction in thrust force. It was also found that the sharper the
gust, the more adverse the response is with respect to aerodynamic forces and structural
deflection. This behavior is particularly relevant when travelling through shear layers
at higher speeds, causing the relative encountered gust front to be perceived as a sharp
gust front.

6. Gust Taxonomy

It is desirable to approximate gusts as quasi 1-D or 2-D (see Figure 8) for fundamental
studies on the transient flow field around airfoils through, for example, pitch and/or plunge
motions in fundamental experiments. However, the reality of well-mixed atmospheric
turbulence is intrinsically three-dimensional in nature. Discrete gusts can be categorized as
either 1-D or 2-D in the streamwise or transverse directions. Streamwise 1D gusts involve a
momentary change in streamwise velocity. For example, as streamwise velocity increases,
the corresponding lift over an airfoil also increases, which if not corrected, will result
in a translation of the airfoil upwards (due to lift) and backwards (due to the increased
drag). Non-symmetric velocity changes along the span of a wing will result in a rolling
and yawing motion if not taken into consideration. It is worth noting that Thompson,
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Watkins [60], using a simple strip theory model, found that angular flow changes typically
have a tenfold greater effect on lift compared to the magnitude changes in atmospheric
turbulence. This behavior implies that travelling through a transverse gust will result in a
stronger generation of lift than from a streamwise gust.
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7. Severe Gusts around Buildings: Case Studies

Let us now consider the flow field around a nominally cuboid building in a suburban
environment. At the juncture between the building and the ground plane, there is the
usual horseshoe vortex, perhaps with associated finer structures [63]. Near the building
rooftop, there is expected to be a separated flow with meandering shear layers of time-
varying position, width, and intensity. Depending on the building’s geometry and wind
direction, vortices may also be present near the rooftop. Using the taxonomy discussed in
the previous section, possible gust encounters by UAV flight in urban environments are
illustrated in Figure 9. Given that the angular flow changes typically have a greater effect
on sectional lift coefficient in contrast to magnitude changes [31], the most detrimental case
in this set is likely to be a transverse gust given the rapidity of the encounter with respect to
the flight trajectory. The latter scenario will therefore be the focus of a case study presented
in the remainder of this paper, whereby we use the flow field around a representative
cuboid building computed by Mohamed, Carrese [44] (see Figure 2) to estimate variations
in the lift and rolling moment coefficients of representative UAVs. The CFD simulation
representing an urban environment uses an Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation
(IDDES) turbulence model. Mohamed, Carrese [44] validated the simulation by demon-
strating excellent agreement of the solution strategy with the experimental and large eddy
simulation (LES) data of similar but simpler cases. The validation cases examined were:
(1) developed channel flow, (2) flow over a backward-facing step, (3) flow over periodic
2D hills, (4) wall-mounted hump flow, and (5) trailing-edge separation over a hydrofoil.
Full details of the basis of these simulations can be found in [44] and comparison with
point-probe atmospheric measurements is carried out in [39,64].
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In the simulation, inflow boundary conditions replicate the relevant velocity and
intensity profiles of a suburban ABL. Due to the mesh resolution near the building (~0.05 m),
the scales of the resolved turbulence are suitable for the UAV spans discussed in this paper.
Initialization of the IDDES simulation was provided using a steady-state k—ω SST model.
The RANS momentum field is converted to an instantaneous momentum field before
commencing the transient run. The pressure-based Non-Iterative Time-Advancement
(NITA) fractional-step solver is utilized, with bounded second-order temporal discretization.
The time step is normalized by the ratio of (l∞/U∞) with a non-dimensional time-step of ∆t∗

= 0.003 for the total time of the simulation t∗T = 600 with sampling statistics collected from
t∗ > 200. An average wind speed of 3 m/s at a height of 10 m was used in the upstream
boundary condition representing the ABL, and the mean wind direction was normal to the
southerly face (i.e., along the x-axis in the figures below). The modelling requirements and
profiles for the ABL were obtained from the work of Blocken, Stathopoulos [65], and the
ABL velocity profile U(y) was estimated using

U(y) =
u∗

κ
· ln
(

y
y0

)
(4)

where u* is the friction velocity, U∞ and y∞ are the reference velocity and height, κ is the
von Kármán constant, and y0 is the equivalent aerodynamic roughness height. The profiles
for the turbulence kinetic energy k and specific dissipation ω were estimated using:

k(y) = u∗2 · Cµ
−0.5 (5)

ω(y) = u∗ · Cµ
−1.5 · κ

y
(6)

7.1. Flight Trajectory Modelling

Consider a UAV flying at speed VV in close proximity to a building. Depending on the
flight path and the direction of the wind, a wide range of perturbations may be perceived
(i.e., the gusts experienced relative to the moving UAV will vary with flight path and
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wind). Severe gusts are taken to be those that result in a large step change in aerodynamic
forces or moments. Realizing that the atmospheric wind can vary from calm to extreme
(i.e., storm) levels, it is necessary to select a single atmospheric wind speed and direction,
then investigate flight paths relative to the building flow field that would generate the
severe cases.

We consider the flight trajectories outlined in Figure 10, representing two flight paths
towards the leading edge of the building (0◦ and 45◦ flight path angle), performed at
some height above the rooftop, thus encountering the shear layers shed from the building
structure. The 0◦ flight path represents the simpler case where the vehicle encounters the
gust head-on, and there are no gust-induced rolling moments. The 45◦ flight path provides
insight into the rolling moment that arises due to lift imbalance as one wing is immersed
into the shear flow before the other wing. In reality, the UAV’s trajectory will be influenced
by the flow field. We ignore these vehicle dynamics and any coupling of the vehicle’s flow
field with that of the building and assume that the vehicle acts as a massless point-particle
UAV. Thus, we assume “frozen” turbulence; that is, the computed wind field is sampled
at one instant in time, and the “turbulence” encountered by the UAV is the variations in
the relative flow field velocity as the vehicle proceeds in its idealized, steady level flight.
While such simplification is unrealistic from the viewpoint of airplane flight mechanics, it
is arguably sufficient to define a realistic “severe case” to be studied.
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The flow fields around a building were extracted from the CFD model (see Figure 11)
to identify the gusts encountered as perceived by a moving aircraft. These flow fields were
imposed on a simplified model of a fixed wing UAV in a way similar to that by Thompson,
Watkins [60] as well as an actuation disk model of a single rotor, in order to extract severe
cases during a straight flight path. The chosen aircraft speeds were 5 m/s and 15 m/s with
respect to the ground (i.e., typical velocities for UAVs).

The flow extracted from the CFD simulation is presented in this section. The wind
along a representative flight path (at fixed points along the flight trajectory) is shown in
Figure 12. The flow field for various heights is depicted in Figure 13, and the flow extracted
from the CFD simulation is given in Figure 14. The wind velocity is plotted as if it were
in polar coordinates following the convention shown in Figure 12. The “flow pitch angle”
is the direction of local flow at a h/H value of 0.0023 where h is the height of flight path
above the rooftop and H is the building height. The trajectory closest to the roofline is at
height ratio of h/H = 0.0023, or 10 cm above the roof, which is immersed in a boundary layer
of the building itself. This boundary layer is present even at the intermediate trajectory
height of h/H = 0.14, which is physically 6 m above the building. In this region, from 0 to
−1 on the abscissa of Figure 13, the wind speed is low, but highly variable. At h/H = 0.25
and 0.33, the flight trajectory is above this building boundary layer and the flow pitch
angle variation has settled down to a range within approximately 0–20◦. The normalized
velocity is the wind speed magnitude normalized by the aforementioned 3 m/s reference
velocity. If the wind field were uniform and parallel to the building roof, the flow pitch
angle would be zero, and the “normalized velocity” would be a constant. Instead, there are
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considerable variations in both angle and magnitude. The angle variations are not to be
regarded as an angle of attack; at this point in the discussion, the airplane flight has not yet
been introduced in the analysis. (Figures 13 and 14 represent the shape of the gust flow
independent of the aircraft).
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The changes in velocity magnitude are greatest very close to the building’s top leading
edge, whereas the changes in flow pitch angles are smaller. From the results presented in
Figures 13 and 14, it is evident that a sharp increase in flow pitch angle at nondimensional
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position −1 on the abscissa exists at the trailing edge of the building. At the leading edge of
the building, 0 on the abscissa, the flow pitch angle drops sharply. The normalized velocity,
meanwhile, undergoes no change at the building trailing edge, but rises very sharply at
the building leading edge. This rise is closer to the building leading edge for lower h/H,
but it is essentially the same in magnitude for all trajectories up to h/H = 0.14 (6 m above
the roof). This implies that a large change in wind amplitude is experienced by the UAV
as it approaches the building edge, even if the desired trajectory is not particularly close
to the building itself. In the presentation of Figure 13, wind speeds and angles are the
result of the wind field computation, i.e., from a fixed reference frame. We next turn to how
the very same results affect candidate UAVs of various kinds, i.e., from the UAVs’ frame
of reference.

7.2. Estimations of Perceived Gust for Fixed-Wing

Now we consider the flight path of a fixed-wing UAV above the building roof as
indicated in Figure 12 at representative speeds of 5 m/s and 15 m/s. Consider how the
combined effects of flow angle and magnitude are perceived along one flight path by
superimposing the vehicle flight speed VV onto the vertical speed Vvert and horizontal
speed Vhoriz of the wind, Vvert and Vhoriz being the Cartesian analog of the “polar” results
given in Figure 13. The superposition of the flight velocity and wind speed enables the
relative velocity and angle of attack to be computed. The effective angle of attack, α(t), is
calculated using

α(t) = αo + atan
(

Vvert

VV + Vhoriz

)
(7)

The results for two nominal cruise speeds (5 m/s and 15 m/s), converted back into
velocity magnitude and angle of attack, are given in Figure 15. The immediately obvious
feature of Figure 15 occurs near the building leading edge, “0” of the abscissa. As expected
from Figure 13, the shear layer atop the building results in the worst-case perceived gust
encounter: at the lower flight velocity (5 ms−1) a ≈20◦ change in aircraft relative angle of
attack is accompanied by an approximately 50% increase in velocity magnitude, all over
a time increment of 0.25 s. At a higher flight velocity of 15 ms−1, the perceived angle of
attack is lower (≈10◦), accompanied by a 25% increase in velocity over a time increment of
0.11 s. Using a simple linear relationship between the incident flow changes (angle of attack
and relative velocity magnitude) and lift coefficient, and assuming a 2π lift curve slope and
an unperturbed flight path (i.e., steady level flight), this gust represents changes in CL of
8.5 and 2 for a flight velocity of 5 ms−1 and 15 ms−1, respectively. For flight paths at 45◦

(where one wing is immersed into the gust before the other) the roll moment coefficient CLp
presented in Figure 15 is calculated from the lift imbalance between the aircraft’s wings:

CLp =
b
2
∗ ∆CL (8)

CLp = M/qSb (9)

Taking time lags into consideration, conventional attitude sensing and control systems
of a fixed wing UAV travelling at 10 ms−1 will typically take 0.52 s to react (from sensing
to actuation) [7,66] which can be insufficient to mitigate this gust. The combination of
phase-advanced sensors, where flow, forward of the UAV, is measured and used as a control
input [67], and novel control techniques may be needed [68] to achieve flight control in this
type of environment. Examples of the latter include rotations of the entire wing, leading-
edge control surfaces [68], or “fast flaps” at the trailing edge [69], which are intended to
deflect faster than one convective time, producing lift transients well beyond what would
be considered quasi-steady.
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7.3. Estimations of Perceived Gust for a Rotor

For multirotor aircraft, gust disturbances do not affect the aircraft in the same manner
as fixed wing aircraft, especially in forward flight versus hover. This difference is due to the
nature in which lift is created via its rotors and the forward motion flight state that requires
a multirotor to tilt forward the rotors to generate forward speed. The purpose of this
section is to explore the effect of the encountered gust on the total thrust generated while
being agnostic about geometrical features of the rotor. This approach is key to making
the analysis non-specific to a particular rotor and configuration but more generic and
applicable to different multirotor configurations and even hybrid vehicles (i.e., fixed wing
with rotors for Vertical Take-Off and Landing, VTOL). We will therefore use momentum
disk theory and consider thrust of a single rotor. Aircraft designers can replicate this
study and approximate the moments around the center of gravity for any number of
rotors they intend to use. There are, however, limitations to this method, as it cannot
account for geometric interferences between rotors and/or lifting surfaces, stall conditions,
induced downwash effects from forward rotors, and other interactional aerodynamics of
the configuration it may be modelling. However, it is sufficient for purposes of analyzing
gust response within the context presented.

We consider two types of vehicles as outlined in Table 1 which represent two different
scales of rotorcraft. The first vehicle represents a relatively small quadrotor delivery
drone while the second is a larger octorotor AAM used for carrying human passengers.
The tabulated specifications are generic for purposes of the presented analysis for two
configurations which are likely to fly around buildings. The disk loading is determined by
the hover weight divided by the total rotor area.
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Table 1. Specifications of aircraft used for this analysis.

Parameter Specification

Delivery Drone Advanced Air Mobility
Vehicle

MTOW 4 kg 1683 kg
Disk Loading 14.14 kg/m2 35.68 kg/m2

Configuration Quadrotor Octorotor
Rotor Size (diameter) 0.3 m 2.74 m

Flight Velocities 5 ms−1, 15 ms−1 5 ms−1, 15 ms−1

A single rotor disturbance model is used and is shown in Figure 16. Similar models
have previously been used for turbulence and disturbance analysis for small multirotor
aircraft with success [70,71].
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The total induced thrust of the rotor can be represented b

Ti = 2ρAVvi (10)

where the velocity components can be written as the induced velocity of the thrusting disk
(vi), the wind velocity (Vw), and the summation of the two vectors resulting in total induced
speed (V).

V = Vw + vi (11)

The wind disturbance model allows the oncoming wind vector to be separated into its
horizontal and vertical components to resolve the total induced speed vector using

V =

√
(Vwcosαi + vi)

2 + (Vwsinαi)
2 (12)

where αi is the induced angle between the rotor disk and the relative oncoming wind
vector. As induced angle is influenced by the rotor tilt angle (φ) required for forward flight,
induced angle can be calculated using

αi = π/2− φ (13)

With no gust disturbance, the relative induced angle between the disk and the on-
coming wind vector is completely perpendicular (αi = π/2). A purely vertical gust would
result in a wind vector at zero or π radians with the thrusting vector parallel to the disk in
hover. Vertical disturbances affect the angle of the disk relative to the oncoming wind vector,
which allows oncoming gusts to approach the model between the angles of 0 ≤ αi ≤ π.
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Tilt angles relative to the ongoing wind vector are calculated to be 34◦ and 63◦ using
forward flight speeds of 5 ms−1 and 15 ms−1 by resolving the induced angle from Equation
(12) assuming no wind gust disturbance. The upper flight velocity of 15 ms−1 is regarded
as high in terms of the normal flight speeds of multirotor aircraft at this scale; however, we
offer this analysis to directly compare to the fixed wing case shown earlier. Referring to
Figure 17, large variations are seen in the relative induced angle of the flow relative to the
rotor. The most obvious effect can be seen at the buildings edge where larger variations of
relative induced flow angle cause significant changes to thrust. The variation in thrust is
more significant at the lower flight speed of 5 ms−1. The higher flight speed of 15 ms−1

yields lower thrust variance due to a higher relative thrust required to maintaining flight
and relatively lower gust vector. In other words, the faster the drone speed, the lower
overall effect of the gust on the rotor as the thrusting vector to maintain flight becomes more
dominant. Rotor thrust reactions to turbulence are more erratic and greater in magnitude
than lift variations seen for the fixed wing aircraft found in the previous fixed wing study
featured in this paper. On a rotor disk, turbulent flow vectors from all directions directly
influence the aircraft incidence angle, the thrust required for steady level flight, and any
perturbations which result in altitude loss or gain. All these directly influence the amount
of thrust produced and incidence angle of the rotor significantly.
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The fixed wing aircraft seems to be more passively tolerant to turbulence (although
further experimental studies are required to explore this). Lower tolerance of rotary wing is
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assumed to be due to the loss in forward flight of the disk when traversing though the gust
resulting in increased power and induced velocity while inducing larger rotor tilt angles
to maintain attitude and flight speed. As both lift and forward flight is maintained by
propulsive means, large variations in power/thrust are required when each are influenced
and have a compounding effect when traversing through a gust.

Flight altitudes closest to the building produce the most unsteadiness in rotary wing
thrust variation, which is a direct result of the relatively thin shear layer producing a
relatively sharp flow vector change. These effects near the building are consistent with
the fixed wing aircraft in the previous analysis. We observe that upward gusts result in
additional thrusting force required to maintain flight speed and altitude, which is clearly
seen when the UAV experiences the large upward gust in Figure 17 at a normalized position
between −0.4 and 0. The induced flow vector is altered in this region and results in a
higher thrust production in the direction of flight. Flight altitudes of h/H = [0.0023, 0.047
and 0.14] demonstrate similar trends in thrust. All stabilizes when the disk traverses
past the edge of the building to free stream flow which is upwind of the building. Flight
altitudes of h/H = [0.25,0.33] involve flight through a less sharp gust as perceived by the
UAV whereby less variations in thrust are observed. This is due to the UAV flying above
the shear layer and recirculating flow area caused by the leading edge of the building,
where only gradual changes in relative flow angle impinge on the disk. Unlike most fixed
wing aircraft, multirotor aircraft are inherently unstable and rely heavily on stabilization
through the variation of the thrust of each rotor. The response of the thrusting system
(i.e., propellor, motor, and controller) is the limiting factor in correcting for disturbances.
Slow-flying multirotor systems traversing through a building-induced gust will experience
a relatively high magnitude of thrust variation and will thus require an active stabilization
response to maintain steady level flight.

Figure 18 displays the same analysis presented in Figure 17 but for a larger AAM
vehicle capable of carrying a human passenger, thus resulting in higher disk loading and
thrust. Consequently, the vehicle is relatively less sensitive to the gust, whereby the induced
velocity through the rotor, the overall thrust, and the non-dimensional thrust (T/Th) all
show a lower thrust magnitude relative to the delivery drone. These changes are further
highlighted in the non-dimensional thrust subplot where the maximum variance near the
leading edge of building is ∆T/Th > 0.4, while the maximum variance for the delivery drone
is greater at values of ∆T/Th > 0.8 at the same flight altitude and speed of 5 m/s. Variance
in thrust magnitude is greater in all instances for the delivery drone relative to the urban
mobility vehicle. In both flight examples, the variance occurs more so in the locations of
highly separated and mixed flow featured at heights between 0.0023 < h/H < 0.14. Greater
heights show smaller flow vector variation, suggesting regions of flow that are out of
the turbulence shear layer. For both vehicles, the turbulence effects cannot be neglected
and require active turbulence mitigation through autopilot stabilization. The suitability
of stabilization systems depends on the actuation speed achievable for the given scale of
the aircraft. Higher actuation speeds will reduce the sensing-to-actuation time-lag which
thus enables the vehicle to mitigate sharper and higher-amplitude gusts. Light-weight
rotors, high-torque motors, greater excess thrust, and power will all contribute to required
turbulence reaction speeds.
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7.4. Airframe Design and Certification Considerations

Considerable recent published work has considered the alleviation of gust loads on
aircraft [72–76] and in some cases even harvesting it [77–79]. Severe gusts around buildings
can pose a major challenge for flight of different vehicular scales and configurations. Smaller
UAVs are more sensitive to the disturbances, however larger UAVs are still affected albeit
to a lesser extent. The latter will depend on the relative magnitude and scale of a gust
with respect to the aircraft’s scale. Also, the UAV configuration (rotary vs fixed wing) will
respond differently to the disturbances. Hybrid configurations which have a combination
of lifting surfaces (i.e., fixed wing) and an array of thrusting disks (i.e., rotary wing) are
well suited for close proximity flight to buildings. However, there is a spectrum of design
possibilities which require careful design choices to truly alleviate the disadvantages of both
fixed and rotary wing. Further research is required to identify the intrinsic aerodynamic
deficiencies of these hybrid configurations and what are they particularly susceptible to. For
example, fixed-wing craft will stall if flown too slow, while rotary wing craft are susceptible
to the vortex ring state and weather cock stability. Some deficiencies may be resolved
with hybrid configurations while others may persist or even give rise to new deficiencies
especially during hover. Vehicles with large surface areas facing the wind direction (e.g., tilt
wings) will experience significant attitude control and flight-path tracking challenges due
to the relatively large forces generated by these surfaces. Such designs should be avoided
where possible if a UAV is expected to fly at low speeds near buildings and gust-generating
infrastructure. The frontal projection area of the UAV regardless of the configuration
needs to be minimized most critically during proximity flight. This may be even achieved
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through active wing area reduction, but the structural and mechanical challenges of an
airframe capable of reducing area or changing its wing planform. This design challenge
is complex but not impossible. There are also other means of mitigating turbulence and
gusts through the control systems [80–82], aerodynamic configuration [68,83–86], and novel
sensors [66,67,87]. Counteracting such flow disturbances comes at the cost of increased
weight and power demands which will affect range and battery consumption. The question
then becomes, how smooth of a flight will the passenger demand? How much control will
we need to give to the pilot and/or the system?

As a hybrid UAV flies slow and in proximity to a building, any fixed wing control
surface on the airframe become ineffective in controlling attitude due to low speed. The
effectiveness or relative force of control surfaces reduces by the square of the flow velocity
it is exposed to. In this case the UAV relies mainly on the rotary wings for lift and attitude
control. There are opportunities for unconventional fixed wings designs to increase the
control authority and rapidity [84,85], however the rotary wings will be required to achieve
the majority of the control and lifting work in such scenarios, and therefore require the
ability to rapidly adjust thrust to mitigate any gusts encountered. Variable-pitch propellers
are effective in generating rapid actuation and more efficient thrust vectoring to enable
the vehicle to approach a vertiport at low approach speeds with more control authority
and stability.

From a certification standpoint, AAM airframes need to demonstrate the ability to
counter attitude disturbances and flight path deviations for a reasonable range of wind
speeds and gust conditions to make AAM operational for the majority of the year despite
weather. Coping with high wind speeds, certification should include a demonstration
of limits on the angular perturbations allowed in the vehicles’ three axes during the
highest operational wind and gust magnitudes. These angular limits should be selected to
ensure that the physical extremities of the vehicle do not collide with the vertiport during
touchdown or take-off. Limits should also be imposed on how much flight-path drift
occurs for a range of wind and gust speeds to reduce risk of collision with infrastructure.
Airframe manufacturers can either conduct physical experimentations to demonstrate
compliance with the limitations imposed or utilize numerical-based modelling (with a form
of validation) [61].

Helicopter certifications requirements rely on the presence of human pilots on board
that can assess hazardous situations. Regulations for autonomous UAV operations in cities
(especially large air taxis) will be different and rely on measurable numerical thresholds,
which are used by the flight control system for automated decision making and planning,
given there is no human-in-the-loop to make such rapid judgments:

• “Operating in close proximity to obstructions can lead to recirculation and loss of
performance. Aerodromes, geographically situated in hilly, mountainous areas, in-
cluding certain coastal regions, can be subject to hazardous turbulent conditions in
moderate to strong wind conditions. Pilots should be aware that, in certain cases,
aircraft performance can be severely affected. History has shown, in extreme cases,
that turbulence has prevented the aircraft from climbing or being controlled near the
ground and has also caused structural damage”.

• “In winds below 15 kts, the turbulence may be experienced in the lee of an obstruction,
vertically to about one third higher than the height of the obstruction. Above 20 kts,
turbulence may be experience on the leeward side of an obstruction to a distance of
10–15 times the obstruction height and up to twice the obstruction height above the
ground”.

• “During take-off or landing in gusty wind situations where wind shear is likely to be
present, may require a greater power margin to deal with varying power demands
or an unexpected loss of airspeed and accompanying sink. Large anti-torque pedal
inputs to maintain directional control also act to reduce the excess power available”.

Regulations for autonomous UAV operations in cities (especially large air taxis) will
have to be more detailed and require the reliance on measurable numerical thresholds,
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which are used by the flight control system for automated decision making and planning,
given there is no human-in-the-loop to make such rapid judgments.

7.5. Vertiport Design and Certification Considerations

Currently, a small body of knowledge exists around specific heliport requirements
that deal with the surrounding turbulence levels from nearby buildings [13,88,89]. There
also exists some regulations that can be used as a basis to guide the design and location
of vertiport landing infrastructure [20,89]. A turbulence criterion was introduced for
helicopters to ensure safe flight is maintained [89]. The criterion sets a threshold on the
standard deviation of the vertical flow velocity, which results in a high helicopter pilot
workload. Mentzoni and Ertesvåg [88] later suggested the use of turbulence energy instead
as a criterion, arguing its benefits over the standard deviation of vertical velocity. Similarly,
a new criterion or threshold is needed for the autonomous operation of AAM vehicles,
which relies on the limitations of the flight control system instead of the workload of
human pilots. The results presented here have implications for vertiport design and a
similar analysis can be used to identify thresholds for such a criterion.

Most of the research on building aerodynamics presented in the literature focuses on
surface pressure measurements for predicting facade loadings. However, the advent of
AAM requires a unique understanding of the velocity field induced by the interaction of
the wind with the building on which UAVs will be operating form. Specifically, the shear
layers that form and their impact on flight. A thorough characterization of the flow field
for different wind directions is essential for each vertiport to be designed since each one
will have a unique flow environment. Similar methods and tools, such as those used in the
field of wind engineering, can be used.

Vertiport designers will need to avoid design features that generate turbulence or sharp
gusts of high amplitude and of length scales that are detrimental to UAVs. A few studies
explore this area [13,19,21,90]; however, more research is needed, with full-scale validation.
There exists a body of knowledge on designing wind sheltering systems (such as porous
fences) for road and rail vehicles which will be relevant. Similarly, building design features,
such as round corners and porous deflectors near rooftops, can help reduce the sharpness
of the perceived gust, which translates to a lower actuation requirement, thus providing
a UAV’s flight control system with more time to react and counter the flow disturbance.
Another key parameter is the unobstructed air gap below the landing platform, which will
also influence the severity of the shear layer by allowing more air to flow underneath the
platform. The ideal height of the air gap will be different for each building since it is a
function of the building’s geometry. A 1.8 m minimum air gap is cited by the FAA in the
Heliport Design Advisory Circular AC 150/5390-2D [91]. The document points to research
published in FAA/RD-84/25 [19], but it is unclear how the 1.8 m criteria were derived.
Regardless, there is enough justification for exploring a new threshold for AAM vehicles.
The new US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) guidelines for vertiport design has
a small section on turbulence with high-level recommendations on using turbulence-
mitigating design measures [92]. As technology matures and more research is conducted in
this area, specific metrics and criterion can be included in future revisions of the guidelines
providing design standards, which will need to be met. It is also strongly believed that
aviation authorities should provide their own guidelines and regulations on turbulence and
gust thresholds around vertiports instead of relying on existing building guidelines and
regulations (e.g., [93]), which focus on reducing adverse wind effects that affect the quality
and usability of outdoor spaces and pedestrian comfort. The modeling and measurements
for the latter are very different from that required for AAM flight paths around the buildings
from a probe placement and mesh refinement perspective.

Modelling building aerodynamics and the local flow fields can be performed using
classical wind tunnel methods on scale buildings, or utilizing CFD similar to that presented
here. There is a need to provision for the surrounding wind environment and its interaction
with not only the vertiport structure but also neighboring structures which will have an
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impact on the local flow field [19] and can result in overspeed regions which are difficult to
predict. An additional analysis, which can complement wind tunnel testing and CFD, is
full scale measurements using airborne wind anemometers such as the one developed by
Prudden, Fisher [94]. A swarm of such sensors are ideal for rapid simultaneous measure-
ments that can map out the flow field accurately at full scale and later used for validation
of CFD or comparison with scale experiments to account for any Reynolds number effects.
Given the mobility of such systems, it can also be used to measure the perceived gust along
the flight paths of UAVs.

8. Concluding Remarks

UAVs used for both delivery and human carrying systems are being introduced
internationally and are intended to integrate into various civil domains. Urban and city
environments provide the greatest operational challenge due to the safety considerations
of operating in highly populated environments. Under even moderate winds, landing and
take-off maneuvers are subjected to high levels of turbulence intensities and gusts that
will impact the stability and control of these vehicles. Furthermore, the integral length
scale of turbulence may be such that they are similar to the scales of UAVs; these will
provide considerable control challenges in holding relatively steady flight. We are guided
by existing literature on helicopter landing and take-off procedures, which is not extensive
and is lacking in terms of autonomous operation. Minimization of turbulence and gusts
via building or vertiport design are limited and warrant further research.

In this paper we used a CFD simulation of the ambient wind field around a nominally
cuboid building in a suburban atmospheric boundary layer. Unperturbed flight paths
near the building’s roof were superimposed onto the simulated wind field. A possible
worst-case gust for the specified wind speed and building geometry was identified when
the flight path traverses the shear layer from the building’s top leading edge, resulting
in significant lift force variations. The analysis showed that UAVs would experience a
substantial increase in angle of attack over a relatively short period of time (<1 s) as they fly
through shear layer at a representative forward velocity, which can be well above typical
stall angles. Due to the slow flight speeds required for landing and take-off, significant
control authority of rotor systems is required to ensure safe operation due to the high
disturbance effects caused by localized gusts from buildings and protruding structures.
The analysis is then flowed by regulation and certification recommendations for AAM
vehicles and vertiports.

CFD simulation of atmospheric flows is challenging and warrants experimental vali-
dation via collection of careful gust measurements either in a wind tunnel environment or
by flying aircraft, which should be fitted with responsive anemometers capable of resolving
turbulence length scales smaller than a UAV’s characteristic length [94]. The resulting
datasets, both computational and experimental, should be interrogated to identify two-
and three-dimensional severe gusts. Subsequent work should include furthering the un-
derstanding of the transfer functions between a gust flow and the resulting aerodynamic
response of the UAV, which could then be used to understand disturbances and control
methods to minimize them. This paper used computational gust data to develop basic
disturbance models to understand the response of a fixed wing and thrusting disk. In
both instances, the effect of a gust around a cuboid building is significant and may cause
significant flight perturbations that cannot be ignored. Furthermore, for larger UAV, the
magnitude of corrective control required must be acknowledged and considered in the
design phase when such vehicles are developed.
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